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+e rock load acting on the lining of an underground excavation is influenced by multiple factors, including rock type, rock mass
condition, depth, and construction method. +is study focuses on quantifying the magnitude and distribution of the radial loads
on the lining of a deep shaft constructed in hard rock by the so-called short-stepmethod.+e blasting-induced damage zone (BDZ)
around the shaft was characterized using ultrasonic testing and incorporated into the convergence-confinement method (CCM)
and 3D numerical analyses to assess the impact of BDZ on rock loading against the liner.+e results show that excavation blasting
of shafts is an important controlling factor for the degradation of the rock mass, while the orientation and magnitude of the
principal stress had a minimal influence on the distribution of blast-induced damage.+e analysis shows that increasing the depth
of blast damage in the walls can increase the loads acting on the lining, and the shear loads acting on the liner could be significant
for shafts sunk by the short-step method in an area with anisotropic in situ stresses.

1. Introduction

Vertical ventilation shafts are passages widely used in mines
and tunnels to provide fresh air underground and to remove
exhaust or smoke in case of a fire [1–4]. In some extralong
tunnels constructed in China, such as highway tunnels in
Nibashan (10 km), Mi Cangshan (13.8 km), and Zhong Nan-
shan (18 km), vertical ventilation shafts were set in the middles
of the alignments. +ese vertical shafts, extending hundreds of
meters deep, are often constructed in mountainous terrain;
such shafts and shafts constructed in soft ground differ greatly
with respect to the construction method and lining design.

+e lining of a vertical shaft in soft ground can be
designed similarly to a retaining structure [5, 6]. +e lateral
Earth pressure acting on a retaining wall is well understood
and has been previously studied by many researchers [7–9].
+eoretical methods such as the limit equilibrium [10] and the
slip line methods [11] were developed to analyze the lateral

pressure on circular shaft liners. For shallow shafts, when the
maximum depth is not much greater than the diameter,
analytical solutions can provide approximate estimates of the
lateral Earth pressure on the lining. As the depth of the shaft
exceeds its diameter, the lateral Earth pressure becomes in-
creasingly sensitive to the radial soil displacement. Many
experimental tests revealed the phenomenon that the lateral
pressure on the shaft lining decreases with increasing radial
soil displacement during excavation [12–15]. Experimental
tests and field tests carried out by Kim et al. [16] and Cho et al.
[17] show that the lateral Earth pressure acting on a vertical
circular shaft does not increase linearly as a function of depth.
+e lateral Earth pressure values they observed are about 80%
smaller than those calculated by Rankine theory, considering
the arching effect. +erefore, analytical solutions for shaft
liner loading are limited in their range of applicability, and the
relationship between the radial soil displacement and the liner
loading needs to be further investigated [18].
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+e construction and design of a vertical deep shaft in
rock is complicated. +e convergence confinement method
(CCM), which is widely applied to tunnels [19–23], was in-
troduced by Wong and Kaiser [24] to estimate the radial
ground displacements and the loads on a vertical shaft. As the
shaft excavation advances and the shaft bottommoves close to
the section under consideration, the radial ground dis-
placement increases and the effective support pressure (as-
sociated with three-dimensional face advance effects)
decreases. If ground support such as a liner is installed after a
given amount of ground displacement has occurred (ur0), it
will begin to take on the load because the ground continues to
deform until an equilibrium is reached.+is is represented by
the intersection of the convergence-confinement curve and
the support reaction line, as shown in Figure 1. Accordingly,
the effective support pressure provided by the shaft lining
(equivalent to the ground load on the lining) can be calculated
by the CCM. Taking the intersection between the conver-
gence-confinement curve (CCC) and the reaction line of the
support into account, Spagnoli et al. [25] proposed new
equations for estimation of radial loads on the shaft lining.
Combining the CCM and numerical analysis, Spagnoli et al.
[26] investigated the relationship between the radial loads
acting on liner support and the radial displacement of the
ground for vertical circular shaft sinking in weak rocks, and
they concluded that the lining thickness would affect the
radial loads and radial ground displacement.

+e ground displacement around a deep shaft in highly
stressed ground largely depends on themechanical properties of
the rock mass [27]. Many studies have shown that the behavior
of the rock mass close to the shaft lining is often inelastic in
nature and is influenced by preexisting structural weaknesses.
van de Steen et al. [28] studied the fracturing around a deep
shaft using a flawed model and found that the fracturing was
affected by the horizontal stresses. Renani et al. [29] used an
elastoplastic constitutive model to back analyze the radial
ground displacement based on the data collected by multipoint
extensometers installed around a deep shaft.+e results showed
that the effective strength and stiffness of the rock mass were
much lower than expected for the intact rock. In addition to the
influence of preexisting structural weaknesses, the rock damage
induced by the blasting has also great influence on the sur-
rounding rockmass stability and the in situ stress redistribution
around a deep tunnel [30], and accordingly, blast-induced rock
damage should be taken into consideration in the analysis of
rock mass behavior around a deep shaft.

Many publications have shown that blast-induced rock
damage affects the rock mass behavior around a tunnel
excavated using a drill and blast method [31–34]. Yilmaz and
Unlu [35] and Yang et al. [36] studied the dimensions of
rock mass damage zones induced by blasting using nu-
merical methods. Verma et al. [37] carried out field in-
vestigations at different tunnels to study blast-induced
damage for a wide range of rock mass qualities. Previous
studies investigating the loads acting on shaft linings con-
sider the displacement and stress distribution around the
shaft, but the impact of the blast-induced damage is not
taken into account [38–40]. In this article, field tests on the
blast-induced damage distribution around a deep shaft were

carried out. Considering the blast-induced damage, the
radial ground movement associated with the excavation of
the shaft was estimated using a numerical model, and the
radial loads on the shaft lining, which were compared with
the numerical model results, were estimated using the CCM.

2. Case Study Project Description

+eMicangshan twin highway tunnels (13.8 km) connecting
the Sichuan Province to the Shaanxi Province are in the
western part of China, as shown in Figure 2. A vertical
circular shaft with 9.0m diameter was placed in the middle
of Mi Cangshan tunnels for ventilation purposes during
future operation of the tunnel.

+e shaft is currently being excavated to a final depth of
more than 400m beneath the ground surface. Generally, the
excavation and lining design for a vertical shaft at this depth
relies heavily on empirical methods that consider the me-
chanical properties of the rock masses along the shaft
alignment. Exploratory boreholes showed that the rock for-
mation along the length of the shaft is mainly composed of
quartz diorite. Laboratory tests on the mechanical properties
of the quartz diorite unit were carried out, including uniaxial
compression tests and triaxial compression tests. +e intact
rock parameters evaluated include the uniaxial compressive
strength, UCS, tensile strength, σt, Young’s modulus, E, and
Poisson’s ratio, v, from the uniaxial tests, the Hoek–Brown
parameter,mi, the tensile strength, σt, from the Brazilian tests,
and seismic velocity, Vp, from the ultrasonic tests; these
parameter values are summarized in Table 1.

Hydraulic fracturing and overcoring were used to
constrain the in situ stress field; the results of the stress
measurement campaign are summarized in Figure 3. It was
found that the orientation of the major in situ principal
stress is between N26°W and N35°W in the horizontal plane.

+e shaft was excavated using short rounds of full-face
drilling and blasting, which is an approach that is widely
used for shaft sinking [41]. +e advance length in each
excavation round was set to 4.0m, and each excavation cycle
took about 24 hours. +e sequence for each excavation
round mainly included four steps as shown in Figure 4.

(i) Drilling: there were 135 blast holes drilled at the
bottom of the shaft, including 15 cutting holes, 69
stope holes, and 52 contour holes.

(ii) Blasting and ventilation: for most excavation in
rock, smooth blasting has to be designed based on
geomechanical properties. For the ease of mucking,
the blast holes were filled with about 465.6 kg
emulsion explosive in total (a higher than typical
amount), and a millisecond blasting method was
applied. After blasting, the blast smoke was removed
from the shaft using a ventilation procedure typi-
cally requiring tens of minutes to complete.

(iii) Mucking: it took about 4 hours to remove approx-
imately 113m3 of muck for each excavation round.

(iv) Lining: after mucking was completed, the lining
formworks were moved down in the shaft, and fast-
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hardening concrete was poured. During the next
blasting operation, the formworks also played an
important role in protecting the fresh lining from
the blast-induced damage.

Figure 5 shows the blasting schemes of the shaft. +ree
kinds of holes were drilled for the blasting: cutting holes,
auxiliary holes, and contour holes. +e parallel cut was used
to break out the confinement of the face. +e depths of the
holes range from 3.0 to 4.2m.

+e emulsion explosive and delay detonators are used in
the blasting. Table 2 shows the blasting parameters.

3. Field Measurements and Interpretation

When using a drill and blast approach for shaft construction,
blast-induced rock damage extends from the excavation
boundary into the rock mass. Blast-induced rock damage
leads to the degradation of the rock mass through the ex-
pansion of the original cracks and the creation of new cracks
[35–37, 42, 43]. As a result, the strength and stiffness of the

rock mass in the blast-induced damage zone are much lower
than those of the intact rock and the undamaged rock mass.
Malmgren et al. [44] carried out seismic measurements on
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the convergence confinement method.
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Table 1: Intact rock mechanical properties.

Parameters σci (MPa) E (GPa) v mi σt (MPa) Vp (km/s)
Values 72.7 84.726 0.21 25 7.1 5.7
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the damaged zone around a mine drift and found that the
thickness of this zone behind the drift wall was 0.5m–1.0m,
and the magnitude of the Young’s modulus of this zone was
50% to 90% of that of the intact rock. Sato et al. [45] also
found that the seismic velocity of the damaged zone behind
the drift wall was 65–70% of that of the intact rock through
in situ experiments. In general, the damage zone extent, and
severity will depend on the blasting practices utilized and the
original (undamaged) rock mass characteristics.

In this study, ultrasonic tests were developed to evaluate
the blast-induced damage depth around the shaft. +ere
were four vertical positions (horizontal sections) at which
ultrasonic tests were conducted. +e tests were conducted
using the RSM-RCT(B) test system developed by Sinorock

Technology Co., Ltd. with an excitation frequency of 50 kHz.
At each test section, four boreholes were drilled with a depth
of 2m in the radial direction, as shown in Figure 6.

In each case, the test was carried out right after the
mucking and completed before the lining formworks were
advanced. +e sensors were first placed at the bottom of the
hole and then moved out slowly. During the test, the P-wave
velocity was recorded at 10 cm intervals; the data collection
process is illustrated in Figure 7.

Figure 8 shows the example of waveform obtained in
measurement. +e figure shows that the amplitude of wave
received in damaged zone is much bigger than the result of no
damaged zone. Meanwhile, the propagation velocity of dam-
aged zone is much slower than the result of no damaged zone.
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Figure 4: Shaft sinking procedure using the short-step method. (a) Stage 1. (b) Stage 2. (c) Stage 3. (d) Stage 4.
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Figure 5: Typical blasting scheme for shaft excavation.
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Table 2: Blasting parameters.

Type of shots
Borehole Detonation Explosive allocation

Number Angle (°) Segment Delay time (ms) Charge per shot Max. charge per delay (kg)
Cutting holes 6 90 MS3 50 4.0 24.0
Cutting holes 9 90 MS5 110 4.8 43.2
Auxiliary holes 16 90 MS7 200 4.0 64.0
Auxiliary holes 23 90 MS9 310 4.0 92
Auxiliary holes 30 90 MS11 460 4.0 120.0
Contour holes 52 91 MS13 650 2.4 124.8
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the sensor; (e) data collection.
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+e ultrasonic test results are shown in Figure 9. +e
results illustrate that the rockmass surrounding the shaft can
be divided into two different zones according to the P-wave
velocity (Vp). +e region with P-wave velocity values on the
order of 2.8 km/s is referred to as the blasting-induced
damage zone (BDZ). Further from the excavation, the av-
erage P-wave velocity is 5.3 km/s, which is much higher than
in the blasting-induced damage zone (BDZ); however, the
average P-wave velocity is slower than the velocity of intact
rock (5.7 km/s), and the difference is mainly caused by the
noncontinuity and heterogeneity of rock mass. Generally,
rock mass is the synthesis of intact rock and discontinuities
(i.e., faults, joints, and other structural features), and studies
have shown that the presence of the joints not only induces
wave amplitude attenuation but also decreases the wave
propagation velocity [46]. +e distance from the BDZ
boundary to the shaft wall (LBDZ) can be distinguished easily
using the P-wave velocity (Vp) measurements in Figure 9.

Based on these results, it can be concluded that the orien-
tation of the principal stress has minimal influence on the
P-wave velocity trends at a given location. +is is consistent
with the fact that it is not expected that notable rock mass
degradation would occur at the given cover depths due to in
situ stress redistribution and concentration around the
excavation, suggesting that the blast process is the principal
factor that controls rock mass damage.+is is also consistent
with the fact that there does not appear to be any general
correlation between the damaged zone size and cover depth.
+e results also show that there is a linear gradient in P-wave
velocity away from the excavation within the BDZ. Although
some variation in P-wave velocity could be attributed to
increased confining stress away from the excavation, given
the magnitude of velocity variation within the BDZ, it is
likely that this P-wave velocity gradient is directly related to
the severity of rock mass damage induced by blasting
activities.
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Figure 9: P-wave velocity (Vp) in the test holes: (a) section 1; (b) section 2; (c) section 3; (d) section 4.
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+e appropriate evaluation of mechanical properties of a
rock mass is critically important for safe and economical
design of engineering system; for the analysis conducted by
numerical method (i.e., the finite element and finite dif-
ference methods), the deformability and strength of rock
mass is quite important.+emechanical parameters of intact
rock can be determined by laboratory tests like triaxial and
shear test; however, the interaction between intact rock
blocks and discontinuous is very complex, and it is difficult
to capture the mechanical properties of rock mass by lab-
oratory-based measurements [47]. Several empirical rela-
tionships have been proposed for estimating the value of
rock mass deformation modulus [48–50]. Barton [51]
suggested the following equation to link the static defor-
mation modulus of rock mass and the P-wave velocity:

E � 10 Vp− 0.5( )/3, (1)

where the units of E is GPa, Vp is P-wave velocity in km/s.
+e average Vp of the BDZ rocks was tested to be 2.83 km/s;
based on this value and equation (1), the static deformation
modulus of the BDZ rock mass can be estimated to be
6.0GPa.

+e geological strength index (GSI) is a classification
index that can be used to describe the structural charac-
teristics of rock mass [52]. In order to use the Hoek–Brown
criterion for estimating the strength and deformability of
jointed rock masses, the GSI values of the rock mass have to
be estimated. Based on acceptedmethods for GSI estimation,
the GSI of the rock mass being considered in this study was
determined to be 72 [53]. Cai et al. [54] suggested that the
residual GSIr value can be expressed empirically as a
function of the peak GSI value:

GSIr � GSI · exp(− 0.0134GSI). (2)

According to the relationship, the residual GSIr of BDZ
rocks can be estimated. According to equation (2), an un-
damaged (“peak”) GSI value of 72 corresponds to a damaged
(“residual”) GSI value of 27. Hoek et al. introduced a new
parameterD to reflect the degree of disturbance to which the
rock mass has been subjected by blast damage [52]. How-
ever, because it is very difficult to quantify the disturbance
coefficientD [55], blast damage was accounted for by using a
“residual” GSI (and D� 0) as described above.

4. Convergence-Confinement Curves (CCC) of
the Shaft Rocks

As mentioned above, +e CCM is a useful method to es-
timate the loads on a vertical shaft. In this section, the CCM
is used to calculate the radial loads acting on the lining by
considering the effect of the BDZ and the influence of
principal stress direction.

4.1. Constitutive Model and Material Parameters. A finite-
difference model was constructed in FLAC3D to obtain the
CCC of the quartz diorite rock mass surrounding the shaft.
+e widely used Hoek–Brown failure criterion was applied
in the numerical model to represent the strength of the rock

mass. +e static deformation modulus of the undamaged
rock mass was calculated by equation (3) according to Hoke
et al. [52]:

E � 1 −
D

2
 

���
σci
100



· 10((GSI− 10)/40)
, (3)

here D is the disturbance coefficient, and for undamaged
rock mass, D is 0.

Both of these values are much smaller than the intact
modulus (laboratory value) because of the influence of the
preexisting fractures in the undamaged rock mass and the
blasting-induced fractures in the damaged rock mass. Based
on the GSI of the BDZ rock mass as estimated by equation
(2) as well as the value of mi, the value of the Hoek–Brown
constants mb, s and a for the rock mass can be calculated
using the following equations [52]:

mb � mi exp
GSI − 100

28
 ,

s � exp
GSI − 100

9
 ,

a � 0.5 forGSI> 0.5,

(4)

where mi is 25 for the quartz diorite [56].

4.2. Mesh and Boundary Conditions. In cases where the
horizontal tectonic stresses are not notably anisotropic,
axisymmetric model conditions can sometimes be used to
simulate shaft sinking. However, the axisymmetric model is
not suitable for this case because in situ stress measurements
showed that the principal stress is horizontal due to tectonic
loading. Instead, a three-dimensional numerical model in-
cluding the initial tectonic stress was used to simulate the full
shaft-sinking sequence. Considering the symmetry of the
problem, the numerical model of the shaft sinking was
simplified to represent a quarter-symmetry condition. As-
suming that the orientation of major in situ principal stress
is in line withX-direction and the depth is in the Z-direction,
a three-dimensional numerical model was developed using
the explicit finite difference program FLAC3D as shown in
Figure 10. +e model has a height of 450m and a width of
200m to minimize any adverse boundary effects on the
model results. +e top side of the model is traction free, and
the other sides are fixed to prevent motion perpendicular to
their orientations.

Given the mesh dependence of inelastic models, it is
critical to utilize a relatively fine mesh in areas where stress
and strain gradients may be large. Accordingly, the mesh size
was set to be fine near the shaft and coarse near the
boundary. During initial model testing, several mesh sizes
were used to ensure that the results are reasonable. A
minimum element size of 10 cm was used in the radial
direction near the shaft lining and BDZ area for all analyses.
Referring to the horizontal in situ principal stresses in
Figure 3, the in situ principal stresses in the X-direction and
Y-direction were assumed to have a linear relationship with
depth in the model.
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4.3. Characteristic Curves of the Shaft Rocks. When the
convergence confinement method (CCM) is used to estimate
the radial loads on the shaft lining, the relationship of the
radial ground displacement, UR, and the equivalent internal
pressure acting on the rock mass, Pi, need to be obtained
first. +is relationship is represented by the convergence-
confinement curve (CCC), which is important for the
analysis of the interaction between the rocks and the shaft
lining [25, 26]. +e CCC of the rocks around the shaft was
calculated using the following sequence in the aforemen-
tioned numerical model: (i) initiate the model with zero
displacement and initial in situ stress, including gravitational
loading; (ii) null the shaft elements to be excavated and
insert the BDZ after the excavation face passed each section
to simulate the damage of rock mass, the extent of the BDZ
in numerical analysis was determined based on the result of
seismic survey; (iii) apply radial pressure to the excavation
surface. Changing the pressure from the initial stress
gradually to zero, the relationship of the radial displacement
of surrounding rocks and the internal pressure on the rock
mass of different direction was obtained, as shown in
Figure 11.

Figure 11 shows that the BDZ has a large effect on the
CCC of the shaft rocks. For the cases with no BDZ, the CCCs
are linear, indicating fully elastic behavior. When the BDZ is

considered in the models, the CCC of the shaft rocks can be
divided into two stages by the critical pressure, PE-P. In the
first stage, the internal pressure P on the shaft rocks is bigger
than the critical pressure, PE-P, and the internal pressure, P,
has a linear relationship with the radial ground displace-
ment, UR. However, if the internal pressure, P, is less than
the critical pressure, PE-P, a plastic zone develops in the rock
mass due to the lower strength of the BDZ rock mass.

+e difference of the initial ground stress in the X-di-
rection and Y-direction results in different CCCs when
different orientations are considered around the shaft. It was
found that in the Y-direction, the radial displacement at a
given P is much smaller than that in the X-direction and the
slope of the CCC is bigger, which suggests that the overall
ground response to excavation is effectively stiffest in this
orientation.

5. Numerical Analysis of Vertical Shaft

In addition to generating the basic CCCs for the shaft, the
previously described numerical model was used to conduct
an analysis of the shaft considering the full excavation and
support sequence. To simulate the lining installed after every
excavation cycle, a 600-mm-thick annulus of unreinforced
concrete is used. +e shaft lining is assumed to be linear
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Figure 10: 3D vertical shaft model mesh layout.
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Figure 11: Continued.
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elastic with a Poisson’s ratio of 0.2 and a density of 2400 kg/
m3. For a prefabricated support structure, like concrete
lining segments, the mechanical parameters after installation
can be considered to be a fixed value [57], whereas the
Young’s Modulus values are time dependent for cast-in-
place concrete. In this case, the shaft lining was cast in situ
after excavation. Given that the entire excavation cycle takes
about 24 hours, it is expected that some of the rock mass
deformations behind the lining would have occurred during
the early age of the concrete [58]. Wang [59] studied the
evolution of concrete’s Young’s Modulus during its early age
and found that the Young’s Modulus increases with time

until it reaches a relatively stable value (generally accepted to
be equivalent to the value on the 28th day). In this study, the
Et/E28 ratios considering Et at ages of 1, 3, 7, and 14 days were
found to be 0.577, 0.701, 0.762, and 0.869, respectively, based
on concrete testing. To simplify the modeling process, the
concrete modulus evolution process was treated as follows:
Stage I corresponds to a Young’s Modulus of 18.2 GPa for
the first day after installation; Stage II corresponds to a
Young’s Modulus of 24.8 GPa from 2th to 27th days after
installation; Stage III corresponds a Young’s Modulus of
31.5 GPa from the 28th day after installation onwards. To
implement this staged procedure in the numerical model,
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Figure 11: Best-fitting CCCs at different depths: (a) section 1; (b) section 2; (c) section 3; (d) section 4. +e upper image shows the results
when the BDZ is ignored, whereas the lower image represents results from models that explicitly include the BDZ.
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the units of “days” were converted to distance using the
known 24 hour cycle time for one advance of the shaft. +e
monitoring points for radial displacement and structural
internal force are shown in Figure 12.

5.1. Radial Displacement Induced by Shaft Sinking. Radial
displacement of the ground is the key parameter that
controls the development of load in the shaft lining. +e
radial displacements at excavation depths of 100m, 200m,
300m, and 400m are shown in Figure 13. +e results clearly
show that the radial displacement increases with the shaft
depth, and the radial displacement along the shaft outline
changes with the angular position around the shaft; the
maximum displacement occurred at the major horizontal
stress orientation for all depths, whereas the minimum
displacement occurred at the minor horizontal stress ori-
entation. In addition, for the case where no BDZ was
modeled, the radial displacement is almost exclusively elastic
in nature, meaning the displacement value increases linearly
with the depth in this case. When incorporated into the
models, the inelastic behavior of the BDZ resulted in in-
creased displacement.

5.2. Radial Load Estimation. For shafts located in isotropic
stress fields, the loads acting on the lining can be considered
as purely radial loads and the shear loads can be neglected.
However, for the current case study with an anisotropic in
situ stress field and a full bond between the rock mass and
the concrete lining, the tangential displacement of sur-
rounding rock may produce appreciable shear loads.

In the model, the axial forces of the lining were mon-
itored and used to calculate loads induced by the defor-
mation of the surrounding rock. For comparison, the radial
loads calculated based on the CCC results were obtained (see
Figure 14, compression stress is positive). +e results show
that the radial loads calculated by CCC increased with ef-
fective depth, but every measurement point had a different
rate of increase as a function of effective depth. +e dis-
tribution of radial loads is highly asymmetric, and the lowest
radial loads appeared in the minimum principal stress di-
rection, whereas the largest radial loads appeared at or near
the maximum principal stress direction. In addition, the
radial loads in the case without the BDZ are bigger than
those in the case with the BDZ, as expected.

Figure 15 shows the distributions of the axial force and
bending moment of the lining in the numerical model at
different depths. As shown in Figure 15, for the cases with and
without the BDZ, the axial force increases rapidly from the
minimum principal stress direction to the maximum prin-
cipal stress direction. +e ratios of maximum thrust force to
minimum thrust force (RMM) corresponding to the 100m,
200m, 300m, and 400m depth cases were 2.77, 2.60, 2.48, and
2.37, respectively, for the case of without the BDZ, and 2.61,
1.88, 1.59, and 1.43, respectively, for the case with the BDZ.
Additionally, in comparison to the results of the case where
the BDZ is neglected, the minimum axial force on the lining
increased approximately 30.2%, 36.7%, 73.0%, and 102.5% at
shaft depths of 100m, 200m, 300m, and 400m, respectively.

In order to isolate the contribution of shear loads to the
axial force of lining, the radial loads determined using the
CCC approach were then compared with the axial force of
the lining as determined using the fully sequenced numerical
model (see Figure 16). In both the cases considering the BDZ
and not considering the BDZ, the axial forces were higher in
the fully sequenced model than would be predicted as-
suming no shear load contribution to the axial force. When
the BDZ was not considered, the degree of axial load un-
derestimation was found to increase as a function of ex-
cavation depth, whereas when the BDZ was considered, the
CCC approach consistently underestimated the axial force
by a little more than 40%.

Figure 17 shows the distribution of shear stress of
surrounding rock, and Figure 18 shows the stress dis-
tribution in the concrete lining. As the results shown, the
shear stresses acting on the lining vary as a function of
angle, which indicates that the tangential deformation of
surrounding rock is nonhomogenous. In the case that the
BDZ was ignored, the maximum shear stress was found to
exist at the rock-lining boundary, whereas when the BDZ
was considered, the maximum shear stress exists at the
boundary between the BDZ and the undamaged rock
mass.

It should be noted that apart from BDZ, there are many
factors that can affect the stability of shaft too. In general,
these factors can be classified into geological factors and
construction factors. Geological factors, including rock
properties (i.e., shear strength and compressive strength)
and structural features, like bedding planes, faults, joints,
and folds have dominant effects on the excavate operations.
In addition, construction factors, including excavation
spans, and supporting measures may also affect the stability
of shafts. Although these effects can be considered to affect
the stability of the shaft, the target of this research was to
investigate the extent of the BDZ, so these addition factors
were not considered in this study.
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Figure 12: Layout of monitoring points.
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5.3. Characteristics of Internal Force Distribution along Shaft.
For tunnels, shafts, and other underground works con-
structed using the traditional method, the lining is often
constructed in sections, and the loads acting on each seg-
ment of lining are assumed to be consistent [60]. However,
for the shaft example presented, the lining is cast close to the
shaft face, so the effect of surrounding rock displacement on
the distribution of liner loads is significant. Some research
shows that the displacement of surrounding rock around the
excavation face changes rapidly with the advance of the
excavation face [25]. +e results mean that the excavation
face acts as a constraint on the displacement of the shaft wall
near the face. In general, for the short-step method, every
advance distance contains two separate liner sections (the
upper section and the lower section), where the upper

section lining was installed after the advance in question,
whereas the lower section was installed following the sub-
sequent excavation advance. With this in mind, we would
expect the upper sections to experience higher loading than
the lower sections (where the lining was installed after a
greater amount of ground deformation has already
occurred).

Figure 19 shows the distribution of maximum axial force
and maximum bending moment along shaft depth for four
excavation advance distances; note that the BDZ was in-
cluded in these models. As shown in Figure 19, the maxi-
mum axial force and bending moment increase as a function
of effective depth in each section, but the distribution is
discontinuous from the upper section to the lower section.
+e axial force at the lower end of the upper section is much
larger than for the upper end of the lower section, and the
difference increases as depth increases.+ese results confirm
that the axial force is influenced by the stepped nature of the
liner installation process.

+e safety factor is a key parameter to assess the stability
of the concrete lining, and it can be calculated as follows
[60]:

K �
φαRabh

N
, for e0 ≤ 0.20 h,

K � φ
1.75Rlbh

N 6e0/h(  − 1( 
, for e0 > 0.20 h,

(5)

here K is the safety factor, φ is the longitudinal bending
coefficient, φ � 1 for lining;N is the axial force, b is the width
of the section, h is the thickness of the section, h � 1m; Ra is
ultimate compressive strength, Rl is ultimate tensile
strength, φ is the longitudinal bending coefficient, here
φ � 1, e0 is the eccentricity; and α is the eccentricity in-
fluence coefficient, which can be calculated by
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Figure 18: Continued.
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Figure 18:+e contourmap of maximum principal stress (a)∼(d) show the result of no BDZ, (e)∼(h) show the result of BDZ, corresponding
to the section of 100m, 200m, 300m, and 400m, respectively (unit: Pa).
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α � 1.000 + 0.648
e0

h
  − 12.569

e0

h
 

2
+ 15.444

e0

h
 

3
.

(6)

Based on the results of numerical analysis, the safety
factors of lining are calculated, as shown in Figure 20. +e
figure shows that the safety factor decreases with the increase
of shaft depth; however, the minimum safety factor is 6.01,
which is still bigger than the Critical safety factor (2.4). +e
results indicate that the BDZ increases the deformation of
the surrounding rock and the magnitude of loads on the
lining; the support pattern of the shaft lining is reliable. In
addition, the results also indicate that the parameters of
lining can be adjusted according to the shaft depth for the
purpose of economic; for example, a thinner lining can be
used to reduce construction costs in this project.

6. Discussion and Recommendations

+e results suggest that for shafts sunk using a drill and blast
method in hard rock, blast-induced damage exists near the
shaft-rock boundary and can increase the displacement of
the surrounding rock mass and the loads on the final lining
relative to what might be predicted by conventional analyses
that ignore the BDZ. Using a CCM approach, radial loads
can be estimated, but the shear loads imparted to the lining
from the ground in cases with anisotropic in situ stresses
may be significant in terms of the overall lining behavior.
Additionally, the evolution of lining properties over time, in
particular, the concrete modulus, will affect the loads acting
on the lining. Figure 21 illustrates the effect of how the
Young’s Modulus of concrete is modeled on the predicted
axial force and bending moment. +e results show that if the
hardening process of concrete is not considered, the axial
force could be underestimated by 27–63 percent and the
bending moment could be underestimated by 3–64 percent
(depending on the shaft depth considered).

In a general geomechanics context, the in situ mea-
surement can ensure the safety during construction by
giving warning of excess ground deformations and loads in
support elements, and the method is applied widely in the
field of engineering [61–63]. However, in this study, nu-
merical analyses were conducted to study the impact of
blast-induced damage on the rock load, and no in situ
measurement was conducted for technical problems, and
the in situ measurement should get addressed in future
research.

7. Conclusion

Estimation of lining loads is critical to the proper design of
any underground structure, and shafts are no exception.
Although several methods have been proposed to determine
the lining loads for underground structures, many of them
ignore important influences of the construction method and
processes, such as blasting-induced damage or the time-
dependent evolution of lining stiffness after installation. In
this study, field tests and numerical analyses were conducted
to study these issues. Based on these analyses, the following
conclusions can be made:

(i) In the project in this study, the average P-wave
velocity of the BDZ was found to be approximately
half that of the undamaged rock mass, and the
thickness of the BDZ was found to be in the range of
1.1–1.4m. +e existence of the BDZ increases the
displacement of the surrounding rock and hence the
magnitude of ground loads on the lining.

(ii) For excavations in anisotropic stress field, the
ground applies both radial and shear loads to
the lining at the lining-rock boundary. Although the
CCM seems to be sufficient to calculate the radial
loads, the overall lining loads could be under-
estimated by this method due to its inability to
account for shear loading.
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Figure 19: Numerically simulated maximum bendingmoment and axial force near different sections: (a) Section 1. (b) Section 2. (c) Section
3. (d) Section 4.
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(iii) For shafts excavated by the short-step method, the
loads acting on the lining are discontinuous, and
there could be a notable difference between the load
acting on adjacent lining segments.
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